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Structured Abstract
Purpose: This research paper explores the success factors behind four globally recognised Malaysian high fashion brands. The three main sub-objectives are: 1. to map the process of high fashion internationalisation onto the general retail internationalisation literature 2. to engage fashion within the more general marketing and branding literature 3. to open up a qualitative line of inquiry in internationalisation research, from an Asian business perspective.  
Design: The research design is qualitative, using a case study approach. The paper reports part of a wider study that entailed 32 depth interviews with leading practitioners in four countries, in addition to secondary and informal data sources. 
Findings: The chosen case studies achieved their international success through a high degree of cultural assimilation obtained within locations of intense industrial concentration. Knowledge of education, location, language, networks and management systems were important to sustain world class standards of creative design, branding, quality management and marketing communication. For many Asian fashion brands, recognition in key European and American markets enhances the domestic prestige of the brand.     
Research limitations: The research generates contextualised insights that are not statistically generalisable.  
Practical Implications: The study offers first hand insights into high fashion branding and retail internationalisation from four of the most celebrated Asian designers.  
Originality/value: The study responds to a need, highlighted in the literature, for more research into the internationalisation strategies of high fashion retail brands.
Keywords:
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Introduction 
Major global fashion brands from Western countries, including Gucci, Louis Vuitton, Prada, Gianni Versace, Calvin Klein, Dolce & Gabbana and more, are hugely popular in South East Asia. It is, though, still relatively rare to find established brands from Eastern developing countries on Western high streets. Until recently, the top international Asian brands were dominated by the Japanese and the South Koreans and they were predominantly in the car, electrical and electronics industries. According to Roll (2006: 4-5), in 2006 there were fewer than ten powerful global brands originating from Asia. These include Singapore Airlines, Shangri-La Hotels, Banyan Tree, Acer, HSBC and Shiseido. Clearly, given the size and volume of Asian business today, there is great potential for more brands to develop a global presence. One sector which has shown recent growth in this respect is high fashion. The branding of high fashion has a long tradition dating back to the mid-nineteenth century in Paris when the couturier, Worth, in an attempt to prevent counterfeiting of his designs, labelled them to establish the integrity of the design (De Marly, 1980). Yet, there remains relatively little research into the business of international high fashion, and qualitative studies are rarer still (Moore et al, 2000). Most international retail research has tended to focus on industries such as food and groceries, electronics, cars, and pharmaceuticals (e.g. Burt, 1993; Pellegrini, 1994; De Chernatony and McDonald, 2003). Some recent studies have begun to engage with fashion, although predominantly focusing on North American and European high street brands (Moore and Burt, 2007; Jackson and Shaw, 2001). 
Most of the Asian high fashion brands that have been successful in the West have historically been from Japan and Hong Kong. For example, following Kenzo Takada, Yohji Yamamoto, Rei Kawakubo, and Issey Miyake were amongst the first Asian designers to emerge in high-end fashion during the 1980s, while Takashi Murakami went international in 2003, followed by Yoichi Nagasawa, Yoshiki Hishinuma and Fumio Akiyama (Niessen et al, 2003: 216). Hong Kong designers such as Vivienne Tam, Peter Som, Vera Wang, Jeffrey Chow, Derek Lam, Richard Chai, William Tang and Walter Ma have also made their names known in international markets (Pointer, 1998). This has created a basis from which designers from a few other Asian countries have also become noted in the West. Time magazine named four Asian designers, Jeffrey Chow, Thakoon Panichgul, Peter Som and Derek Lam when they stole the show at New York’s Spring 2005 fashion week (Chin, 2005). Other successes include Andrew Gn from Singapore, Thakoon Panichgul and Nagara Sambandaraksa from Thailand, Zaldy Coco from Philippines, and Oscar Lawalata and Irsan from Indonesia (Chin, 2005, Niessen et al, 2003). However, it is surprising to discover that, among South East Asia, the internationalisation of Malaysian high fashion brands is at the forefront. It is therefore important to examine leading Malaysian high fashion brands as exemplary cases of successful internationalisation in this competitive and growing field.   
This paper draws on a qualitative study of the Malaysian high fashion retail sector (Loo, 2010), examining the key success factors which appear to have been decisive in the successful internationalisation of fashion brands. The study is set within a context of previous research in strategy and internationalisation, retail internationalisation, and branding. A qualitative case study approach was chosen and the focus was placed on four major international high fashion brands with Malaysian principals: Zang Toi, Bernard Chandran, Jimmy Choo and Melinda Looi. The data sets included 32 depth interviews with senior practitioners in the sector. High fashion internationalisation is an important sector that overlaps and intersects the areas of cultural industries, branding, and international retail marketing. However, its unique aspects do not set it apart as a domain beyond the scope of business research, and we highlight ways in which the findings connect with previous retail internationalisation research. The paper’s three main sub-objectives are as follows: 
1. To map the process of high fashion internationalisation onto the general retail internationalisation literature 
2. To engage fashion within the more general marketing, branding and internationalisation literature 
3. To open up a relatively rare qualitative line of inquiry in internationalisation research, from an Asian business perspective.
We will now discuss a range of extant literature before detailing the method and explicating the findings.   
Literature Review: Internationalisation and The Fashion Retail Sector 
High fashion is a major business which, according to Okonkwo (2007), deserves serious attention from researchers. As Hines and Bruce (2007) stress, fashion is a global business which mixes aesthetics, technology and business, making fashion a special and fascinating industry. Okonkwo (2007) suggests that the global luxury fashion sector is one of the few industrial segments that have remained a constant world economy contributor over the past few decades, with an annual growth rate of approximately 20 percent. There are many definitions of “Fashion” and each definition encompasses different aspects, such as garments, clothing, apparel, glamour, trends, styles or an individual’s distinctive identity (Remaury, 1999; Niessen et al, 2003; Easey, 1995; Hines and Bruce, 2007; Okonkwo, 2007; Bruce, Moore and Birtwistle, 2004; Jones, 2005; Tungate, 2005; Jackson and Shaw, 2001). The concept of fashion in this paper is predominantly focused on clothing, which becomes ‘fashion’ through branding.  
Categorising high fashion retailers  
There are different ways to categorise international fashion retailers. For example, Fernie et al. (1997) referred to international fashion retailers as those who have a bi-annual fashion show in one of the international fashion capitals i.e. Paris, Milan, London and New York, and have been established in the fashion design business for at least 2 years. Further, he stressed that these firms retail merchandise through outlets bearing the designer’s name (or an associated name) within two or more countries, and market their own-label merchandise. Examples might be Gucci, Valentino and Chanel. 
Sorensen (1995: 15-16) suggests that fashion retailing operates at three main levels with “Haute Couture Houses” at the top level. Haute Couture strictly applies to those companies covered by the Chambre Syndicale with an atelier in Paris, and the less specific term couture may be more broadly applicable. These houses are run by recognised and well known designers who show their collections at least twice a year at international shows. The garments are unique, individually made and highly priced. “Designer Wear” ranges operate at the next level. These are also expensive to buy, but they are not unique: they are ready-to-wear garments produced in limited numbers. They are found in the designers’ shops, independent stores and some of the more exclusive department stores. At the third level are “Mass Market or High Street Fashion”, normally sold through wholesalers to the major high street retail chains. It should be noted that some high street fashion is bought not from wholesalers but direct from suppliers. Different high street brands will have different target segments, price ranges and brand positioning. For example, H&M might be regarded as being on a lower price and quality range compared to Zara and Mango. Diesel could be comparable to many other high street brands that have a higher quality and price positioning than H&M, such as FCUK, Timberland, Gant. Diesel and also Bench might fall into the category of ‘high street fashion brand under Moore and Burt's (2007) classification, but Bench probably has a lower quality positioning than Diesel, possibly comparable to Topshop and Next. These positioning perceptions are subjective and are not based on company information, but they illustrate that ‘high street brand’ is by no means a homogeneous category.   

Moore and Burt (2007: 93) have synthesised four types of international fashion retailers in terms of their product focus, number of stores and size, market positioning and target customer groups (see also Hollander, 1970; Fernie et al, 1997; 1998). First are the Product Specialist Fashion Retailers that focus upon a narrow and specific product range, such as La Senza or Tie Rack. Second are the Fashion Designer Retailers which have a bi-annual fashion show in one of the fashion capitals, such as Gucci, Valentino and Chanel. Third are the General Merchandise Retailers which have a mix of fashion and non-fashion goods within their merchandise offer, such as Marks and Spencer, Harrods, and Sogo. Finally, we have the General Fashion Retailers which offer a broad range of fashion merchandise and accessories, either to a broad (e.g. Gap) or highly defined target segment (e.g. Kookai). 
Many fashion design positioning strategies today do not conform precisely to the taxonomies above because they only showcase their collections once a year instead of twice, due to high costs and expensive rentals. The notion of the fixed cycle ‘fashion year’ has gone, and with it the orthodoxy of the twice yearly fashion show for summer and winter collections. As Jones (2005: 50) asserts, 
“...it can no longer be said that there is truly a ‘fashion year’. Most high-fashion businesses operate with a tighter turnaround of new items of stock every six to eight weeks. Also, in practice, the seasons overlap, while some styles, such as winter coats and swimming costumes, are repeated annually...set against the demands of the seasons”.
As such, fashion retail business has become more fluid in both timing and process, as market forces and the pressures of internationalisation exert their influence. In this paper, we seek to respond to Moore and Burt’s (2007) call for more research into high fashion brands by referring to the first two of Sorenson’s (1995) categories, where couture houses seek to internationalise by establishing their brand as a presence in the host country, in order to build a platform for a ready-to-wear range. Hence, among different types of international fashion retailers, the case studies chosen in this study relate map reasonably well on to the categories of fashion retailers described by Fernie et al (1997), Moore and Burt (2007), and Jackson and Shaw (2001). 
It must be stressed that the levels described do not necessarily evolve as a linear sequence. That is, a designer may not necessarily begin with a couture range, then expand into designer wear, and finally to the high street. For example, in some cases, the fame of the designer ready-to-wear range means that a designer is then commissioned to make more couture. The process of brand building can, thus, occur in reverse, not from haute couture downwards, but from designer wear upwards. Giorgio Armani, for example, decided in 2005 to begin showing couture for the first time (Tungate, 2005). High fashion designers establishing their brands typically have one prestige flagship retail store in a major capital city, in-keeping with Jackson and Shaw’s (2001) taxonomic category of the ‘Single Independent’ store, and they normally rely heavily on the prestige and design flair and/or craft skills of the key designer as a personified brand.  
Retail branding and internationalisation    
Fashion retailers are now identified as amongst the most important and successful international companies for foreign market expansion (Hollander, 1970; Moore and Burt, 2007). Research on the internationalisation of retailing has been looking at market entry mode since the 1980s. However, an increased emphasis on the branding perspective has been noted (Fernie et al, 1997; Brown and Burt, 1992; Alexander, 1997; Alexander and Doherty, 2009; Moore et al. 2000; Lopez and Fan, 2006; Hines and Bruce, 2007). Brown and Burt (1992:81) suggest that the brand is key to successful internationalisation in fashion retailing. Certain brand names can become so powerful that they are synonymous with the product, for example, consumers may talk of their Levi’s instead of their jeans, or of a Burberry instead of a raincoat (Easey, 1995: 115). A strong brand or corporate image can put companies in a powerful position in negotiating contracts with retailers (Easey, 1995: 172). 
Many imports to the West from Asia are based on a low cost strategy but there is a need for stronger branding to establish higher value products and services (Roll, 2006; Temporal, 2006). As noted above, the advantages of strong and recognised brands in the market place are well-documented (Grant, 2005; De Chernatony and McDonald, 2003; Armstrong and Kotler, 2009; Kotler et al., 2005). Aaker (1996) refers to the importance of a clearly communicated brand identity in leveraging consumer brand loyalty, brand name awareness and perceived quality. Kotler and Pfoertsch (2006: 168) recommend that brand strategy should be built on brand positioning, mission, value proposition, brand personality, brand promise, and brand architecture. West et al. (2006) and Temporal (2006) point out that the perception of consumers is what constitutes the brand. This would seem especially salient for high fashion brands. Feldwick (2002) lists relative brand attributes as awareness, image, perceived quality, perceived value, personality and organisational associations. It is worth noting here that, even though high fashion brands usually charge premium prices, the concept of value remains salient for buyers. It is wrong to assume that price is not relevant to high fashion consumers. It is important, therefore, to understand how brand values are established and perpetuated in the unique context of a creative cultural industry such as high fashion, and how this maps on to research findings from studies of other sectors.
Publicity and the fashion sector         
One key difference between high fashion and other industrial sectors is that, at the levels of couture and designer labels, branding is driven by publicity. An unknown designer might achieve overnight fame if his or her designs are noticed and written about by fashion industry journalists, or worn by movie stars. The designer’s creative and technical ability, along with his or her ability to manage the various elements of design production, and to exhibit successfully at fashion shows, establish the brand’s presence. The design flair, business acumen and networking ability of the proprietor are important, but success is ultimately dependent on achieving publicity in the right showbusiness and media circles. High fashion branding does not necessarily conform to conventional marketing approaches of marketing research, product development, pricing, positioning, segmentation, targeting, promotion and distribution. Rather, demand is often driven by brand communication, while the brand itself is often personified by the principal and reflects the principal’s creative flair, craft skills and his or her unique fashion sense. Hence, care must be taken when applying branding precepts to the high fashion sector. When studying Asian fashion brands, an additional factor comes into play. This is that, while the proprietor/designer is Asian, giving their brand a unique fusion and flavour, the brand cannot be entirely separated from its Western context, especially as becoming established as a Western brand will make the brand far more acceptable and prestigious in the East. It can be said that, rather than being a simple case of internationalisation from East to West, there is an East-West dialectic in Asian high fashion brand internationalisation.           
Method
Following Yin (1994), Hackley (2003) and Miles and Huberman (1994), this study deployed a qualitative case study approach to seek rich contextual descriptions and insights in this previously under-researched area. Yin (1994) suggested that case studies can produce “reliable” knowledge and can also help to investigate a contemporary phenomenon in its ‘real life’ context. In his view, case studies are the preferred research method for dealing with complex “How” and “Why” questions. The case study method is characterised as communicative, naturalistic, authentic and open, by Lamnek (1995). Glaser and Strauss (1967) suggest that case studies are valuable for research which is interested in the “context of discovery” rather than in research that seeks to validate existing theories. Smith (1989) claims that case studies depend more on plausibility than on statistical significance. The researcher must build a case for their interpretation of the data sets, based on transparency, evidence and good scholarship.  
Case studies have their limitations, not least that they offer a subjective viewpoint that may be framed according to the researcher’s preconceptions and experiences (Björkman, 1989). Yet as Bell (2008) explains, case studies can include direct quotes from the participants of the study, and this can help readers to understand the interpretive process from the perspective of the researcher. Because of their limited and non-representative sampling, case studies offer limited scope for statistical generalisation, but Lamnek (1995) argues that they can still be useful in generating insights, especially if they are extreme, atypical, or deal with areas in which new knowledge is being formed.  
Silverman (2004) suggests that qualitative research can often make a direct contribution to professional practice by analysing “common sense” in fine detail. In order to enhance the credibility and improve the trustworthiness of case research, it is important to triangulate with other sources where possible in order to achieve a rounded interpretation of findings (Jamal, 2005). In this research study informal triangulation was sought by drawing on depth interviews from other practitioners working in different companies, informal contact from industry sources, and secondary sources. The lead researcher on this study adopted an immersive approach in which she was invited to fashion shows and was therefore privy to an insider perspective, helping to round out the interpretation of data.  
The sampling in the study was purposive. Since Malaysian high fashion brands provide a useful case of success for Asian brand internationalisation, it was logical to select from the leading Malaysian high fashion brands. Once interviews were underway, an element of snowballing occurred as the lead researcher was introduced to other participants in this normally somewhat difficult-to-access industry. Although other fashion houses were also investigated, four were chosen as exemplary case studies for the quality of data sets and prominence of the brands. These were House of Toi (or Zang Toi); Bernard Chandran; Jimmy Choo; and Melinda Looi. These four globally successful designers possess uniquely rounded and authoritative perspectives on the process of South East Asian high fashion brand internationalisation. 
Interviews were conducted in the interviewees’ business premises in Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, London and New York, and were digitally recorded and transcribed. During the interviews, a short schedule with open-ended questions was used. In addition, each interview was complemented with reflective notes and observations of the researcher, consistent with common practice in ethnographic interviewing (Miles and Huberman, 1994). The data sets were read and re-read, coded and sorted for recurring or resonant themes and issues according to hermeneutic principles of qualitative data interpretation (Hackley, 2003). In addition, the analysis was informed by extensive secondary information about the companies’ activities. Overall, the main empirical data of this study consisted of a total number of 32 interviews from 19 companies (04 International Malaysian firms, 06 firms in the U.K., 02 international firms in the U.S., 06 local Malaysian firms, 01 Singaporean firm) over a period of 21 months from Dec 2006 to 2008. A full interview schedule is appended for information.    
Findings
Key themes will now be outlined and illustrated with representative quotes from the interview data. The findings are grouped under the following headings: cultural assimilation; product design and quality; and branding.    
Cultural assimilation  
Each of the case studies exemplified the ability of the principals to take a flexible approach and adapt to different cultures. This ability was underpinned not only by the need to locate in areas of intense activity for this industry in order to access necessary staff, skills and services, but also by the ability to benefit from the location through deep knowledge and understanding of the host culture. From the interviews, all experts pointed out the significance of their education and learning background from Western Fashion Institutes. Zang Toi attended the famous Parsons School of Design in New York, Melinda Looi won a scholarship to La Salle School of Fashion in Montreal, Canada, Jimmy Choo was admitted to the world renown Cordwainers College in London and Bernard Chandran won a place at the famous Paris Fashion School. Jimmy Choo explained:  
“I have always dreamt of studying in London. Most Malaysians would prefer to pursue further study overseas, and the UK is one of their first choices...Studying here in the UK helped me to know what to specialise in. I learnt how they do the tricks, the skills and how they use different materials for making shoes. Also I learnt to understand different customers’ preferences and wants...”.
Not only the principals but also many of their staff had studied in Western fashion centres. Sandra Choi, for example, is the creative director for the ready-to-wear collections for Jimmy Choo Ltd. Sandra studied at Central Saint Martins School of Arts, the famous art and design college attended by John Galliano and Stella McCartney, and Sandra subsequently worked as an intern for Jimmy Choo in his couture workshop in London’s East End (Eaton, 2002; Hurst and Solovevia, 2006). All the interviewees highlighted the significance of their Western education in helping them to specialise in couture. Even though all four cases also promote ready to wear collections, a high fashion positioning is how each designer differentiates their brand in the industry. A member of senior management at Bernard Chandran suggested that,  
“Studying in the West helps you to think more openly [and] how to develop outstanding design techniques and skills, Western style of designs, cutting, understanding your customers and so on. Western education encourages you to think creatively so that you know how to invent your own designs”.
While they preferred compatriots as employees where possible, it was important to assimilate Western management styles: “Although it could be difficult to understand British ways of running business sometimes, we feel that it is important to have the flexibility, like the British, in our own management style for running our business successfully. It is best to know how to engage our business in an East-meets-West approach in order to compete with the locals here.” 
All the principals interviewed had fluent English language skills in addition to other languages. They chose to locate in the UK, adopting a Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) approach, to establish themselves in London as a key centre of the fashion industry, and they understood UK culture in detail. They were therefore able to access necessary networks for suppliers, production, management, retail and legal services. The degree of commitment to success is striking. Finally, we should also note, as discussed above, that these brands were not internationally known before they were established in the West. The Western cultural assimilation is central to the internationalisation of the brand.          
Product design and quality 
In the fashion industry, detailed attention to design and quality are essential. The four designers brought their unique take on Asian aesthetics to their designs and they were able to express these in a Westernised vernacular. Bullies (2000: 76) refers to Chandran’s use of colour and detail, suggesting that his 
“...painstaking manufacturing process and the fineness of his details could come from the atelier of any Parisian couturier. Yet the designs on which he lays these could never be conceived in Paris. He has not tried to escape from European tradition; that would be simplistic. Instead, he has invented his own”.
Chandran himself explained that,
“We have many different cultures in Malaysia, Malay, Indian and Chinese, and they give me lots of inspirations in my designs. Often I will choose each of these cultures or sometimes combine two or even all of their elements together to make my designs outstanding and certainly unique as compared to others”. 
A unique aesthetic sense informing striking designs, although important, must be married to functionality and customer focus. As Jimmy Choo explained:     
“I am very good at making elegant and unique looking shoes which also can be long-lasting.  But the most important thing when I design a pair of shoes is the comfort I can give to my customers. It is no good if the shoes only look beautiful or sexy, no one will come back to you again. This is why my customers are very confident with me”.
Zang Toi asserted that “Quality is the key. I choose the fabrics for my ladies very deliberately, and the quality must be the top”. At Melinda Looi, the craftsmanship and art that goes into a couture dress is emphasised: “A lot of work goes into a Couture collection. One dress can easily take 100 hours to complete”. This attention to detail requires a deep commitment to product quality, as Jimmy Choo decribes:
“It is not only the skill that is important; you also need to like what you are doing.  I work very hard every day. At times I work until midnight in order to make sure everything is perfect and up to my standards. And like yesterday, do you know I only slept for just four hours in order to get all these shoes ready for my customers?”
It is perhaps to be expected that design and quality are key to success in the fashion industry. What is perhaps unique to the fashion industry is the deeply personal commitment which this requires from the proprietor. This marks a difference with most industries, in which responsibility for design and quality would normally be spread across teams. In addition, in most manufacturing industries, design and quality would be codified and procedural. In other words, the templates for the branded products could emerge from a process and be written down and replicated. In the fashion industry, in contrast, the templates for design and quality are more closely aligned to the personality, skills and character of the proprietor. This need not mean that there are no lessons for other industries to learn from Asian high fashion brands. But it does imply that high fashion is, as a creative industry, different in important respects to many other manufacturing industries.             
Branding: brand names and brand publicity  
A memorable and striking brand name is indispensible in any industry. All the four fashion house brands in this study are named after their main designers: Zang Toi (House of Toi), Bernard Chandran, Jimmy Choo and Melinda Looi.  Each designer used their brands for both their couture and prêt-a-porter (‘Ready-to-Wear’) products. Melinda Looi also created another brand called “MELL” to give a full range of accessories for people to mix and match. This company now has three distinctive brands: Melinda Looi Couture, Melinda Looi Pret-a-Porter, and MELL. The brand names are short, memorable and relatively easy for people of different nationalities to pronounce, and this is consistent with the branding precepts of De Chernatony and McDonald (2003) and Okonkwo (2007). Even though all designers in this study are Malaysians, they have used an English nickname as their first name so that the brands appear more international or global, supporting Bell (2008) and Hang’s (2006) suggestion that Asian companies choose an English name so that their brands can appear global to the consumers.
With the brand name established and the designs produced, the task is to gain brand recognition. In the fashion industry this is normally done by showcasing designs at a major fashion show in the hope that wholesale buyers and fashion journalists will notice them. Journalists, in particular, hold great power in the high fashion business. A favourable review in the right medium can make a star of an unknown designer. Zang Toi explained that his firm showed their collections at least twice a year in New York and Kuala Lumpur. It is extremely costly for any couture firm to arrange a fashion show. It has been reported that it can cost a minimum of £30,000 for rent, make-up artists, models, security and associated expenses to enter a fashion show. But it is a necessary expense for the publicity leverage it can give to the brand. Additional communications are generated through advertising across media channels. It is also essential that designers have good relationships with networks of media professionals connected with fashion and showbusiness in order to leverage the maximum publicity for the brand. 
For example, Jimmy Choo’s close association with Vogue fashion editor Tamara Mellon was important in the rise of the Jimmy Choo Brand. Choo’s brand also benefited from featuring on TV in shows such as Sex and the City and in various movies (Hurst and Solovieva, 2006).  This has supported Danesi’s (2006) view that the most effective branding strategy is to showcase a brand in movie, TV programmes and other cultural domains. As Hackley (2010) and Tiwsakul et al (2005) highlighted, brands that are seen in association with celebrity on TV shows benefit from a powerful sense of cultural resonance that many consumers find compelling. Media vehicles are keen to incorporate fashion brands since the benefits are mutual- the presence of high fashion brands enhances the cultural capital of the media vehicle in which they are seen. As one of the participants explained, 
“We know so many people from different magazines, newspapers etc. like the journalists, freelance writers, people from TV stations like TV presenters and celebrities. It is very nice to get free advertising and publications from the media like Vogue, Grazia, Daily Mail, Guardian, The Star News, The New Straits Times, Channel 4, etc.  Some media have been giving us free publicity for more than a decade.  They have helped to make our designs known worldwide.”
The dynamic of publicity is important in other industries also. For example, motor shows showcase new designs of cars which will be reviewed by motoring journalists. The same can be said for many manufactured products. However, the high fashion designer lines are not subject to the lengthy supply and distribution chains of other manufacturing businesses. If a design is well-received, it can be made and distributed through the brand’s flagship retail store within days. What is more, other industries may not be quite as subject to the opinions of critics. In high fashion, the critic or the journalist can make or break the fashion brand. It is true that once a brand is established, the publicity for new lines will reach beyond the specialist media into the popular media and therefore demand can emerge from the general population. But in the early stages, high fashion brands are very dependent on the publicity from good reviews in style and fashion media. Fashion brands can use conventional promotional media as well, but this comes at huge cost. It is more effective and more efficient, though less controllable, to relay in on publicity through specialist media.            
Discussion 
As we note above, this study responds to the work of researchers such as Okonkwo (2007), Moore et al (2000), Moore and Burt (2007) and Hines and Bruce (2007) who have stressed the importance of fashion as an international business sector which deserves closer attention from researchers, particularly in the area of ‘designer’ high fashion brands. This study also brings a relatively neglected qualitative approach to retail internationalisation research within the marketing domain. The study synthesised fashion research with retail internationalisation strategy research, and in several respects the findings mapped onto previous findings from other sectors of internationalisation. This in itself is a valuable insight for fashion, and for cultural industries management more generally.                    
The importance of branding was common to fashion and other sectors. Brown and Burt (1992:81) have noted that branding is central to internationalisation success, and the case studies presented in the present paper support this contention. The importance of local cultural knowledge, high standards of creative design and quality management, and high order branding, communication and management competence all seem to resonate across industrial sectors with regard to foreign direct investment as a market entry mode. However, it also seems evident that the ways that branding plays out in the high fashion sector have subtle differences to other manufacturing sectors.   
In particular, the degree of cultural assimilation required to establish an Asian high fashion brand in the West seems a key element. Not only does this give the process of internationalisation a dialectical character as the Asian and Westernised aspects of the brand are mutually beneficial, it also opens up a vast dimension of culturally embedded and tacit knowledge as a requirement for success. In the high fashion sector, the proprietor needs to have enough cultural knowledge to set up a flagship retail store in a major city, to source and purchase materials, to locate skilled technicians and to communicate designs to them fluently, and also to negotiate modelling contracts for appearances in major fashion shows. The proprietor also needs to understand the marketing communications and media infrastructure in depth and detail. They need to know who and what is cool, authoritative and influential in fashion circles, and they need to understand the value of publicity in connection with celebrities and showbusiness. The extent to which the possession of this cultural knowledge can be outsourced seems relatively limited in high fashion. The brand owner and proprietor is the embodiment and personification of the brand, and he or she is also the driving force of the business. In this respect, fashion seems to have elements of creative industries and art business, and manufacturing and retail businesses. Of course, fashion, even designer fashion, is, in part, a manufacturing and retail business. Clothes are designed, manufactured and distributed. Yet the business depends on the prestige of the brand, and this depends significantly on the perception of the craft skills and design flair of the proprietor who, in important respects, is the living symbol of the brand.  
As Roll (2006) and Temporal (2006) have noted, advancing Asian internationalisation requires stronger Asian brands. This is not merely a matter of advertising and promotion, nor is it only dependent on advanced innovation and management systems. Both requirements are contingent on a deep Western cultural assimilation. It is common to hear Western business leaders call for a greater understanding of Eastern cultures if the West is to fully exploit the vast Asian markets that are opening up as affluence increases across Asia. The reverse is also true- for Asian manufacturers to gain a more secure foothold in Western markets, knowledge of Western culture is required in order to achieve a platform in the West for further global expansion of the brand. Entering into local partnerships is superficially attractive for this reason, but this can lead to many conflicts of style and culture. As the success of the four proprietors of our case studies demonstrated, the depth of tacit cultural knowledge that is required to fully understand how to establish a brand in the West demands a total commitment on many levels. The success of branding internationalisation would seem to hinge substantially on a commitment to cultural assimilation which is deep and nuanced yet which enhances rather than overshadows the brand essence of a distinctive Asian brand identity and style.
Concluding comments   
The qualitative approach taken in this study enabled participants to give nuanced and contingent explanations of the factors entailed in their global success. The study focused on high fashion retailing, as defined by previous researchers, and it drew attention to some striking similarities, and also differences, between high fashion internationalisation strategy and that in other industry sectors. It emerged from the interviews that a high degree of cultural assimilation within locations of intense industrial concentration was necessary to build a Western platform for development of the brand, along with cultural knowledge of education, location, language, networks and management systems. All these had to be understood from the individual perspective of the proprietor as the embodiment of the high fashion brand, in order to sustain world class standards of creative design, branding, quality management and marketing communication. The process of internationalisation, though, required Western establishment as a platform before the Asian qualities of the brand could be fully established on a global stage. Hence the process of internationalisation had a dialectical rather than a unilinear character. 
Further research in high fashion internationalisation is needed to broaden the present findings from these limited cases to encompass different countries of origin and to further elaborate on the strategies through which high fashion brands are established in global markets. The present paper has focused on the insights of four successful and iconic Malaysian designers, but the processes involved have potential implications for other South East Asian brands.                  
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CASE STUDY 1:ZANG TOI /HOUSE OF TOI	Owner and the Couturier 	29 December 2006	New York and Kuala Lumpur
	General manager and Director 	30 December 2006, and 19 August 2008	Kuala Lumpur
	Executive 1 	30 December 2006	Kuala Lumpur
	Executive 2 	20 August 2008	Kuala Lumpur
	Sales Manager 	20 August 2008	Kuala Lumpur
CASE STUDY 2:BERNARD CHANDRAN	Owner and the Couturier 	04 January 2007 and 17 September 2008		Kuala Lumpur and London
	Assistant General Manager  	04 January 2007 and 20 August 2008	Kuala Lumpur
	Executive 	20 August 2008	Kuala Lumpur
CASE STUDY 3: JIMMY CHOO	Owner and the Couturier 	10 May 2008 and 17 September 2008	London
	Executive 	10 May 2008	London
CASE STUDY 4:MELINDA LOOI	Marketing and Business Development Manager 	12 January 2007	Kuala Lumpur
	Business development executive 	12 January 2007	Kuala Lumpur
OTHER INTERVIWEES RELATED TO CASE STUDIES 2 & 3	Correspondent of News & Current Affairs for TV3 Malaysia based in London 	17 September 2008	London
	Fashion Writer for Numero Tokyo Magazine 	17 September 2008	London
	Fashion Writer for WGSN Magazine 	17 September 2008	London
	Freelance writer	17 September 2008	London
INTERVIEWED OTHER CASES TO GAIN INSIGHTS INTO THE STUDY 			
LO & CABON	Fashion Designer 	28 September 2006	London  
YEOHLEE	Manager 	02 December 2006	New York
VERA WANG	Area Sales Manager 	06 December 2006	New York
DIVINE COUTURE 	Fashion Designer 	11 January 2007	Kuala Lumpur, Singapore 
WILLIAM LIEW BOUTIQUE	Fashion Designer 	08 January 2007	Kuala Lumpur
DONNA C	Fashion Designer 	08 January 2007	Kuala Lumpur
VILLIAM OOI	Assistant Designer 	10 January 2007	Kuala Lumpur
JONATHAN CHENG	Fashion Designer 	08 January 2007	Kuala Lumpur
KHOON HOOI	Fashion Designer 	08 January 2007	Kuala Lumpur
E’THO	Fashion Designer 	10 January 2007	Kuala Lumpur
SANTARELLI SATORIA	Sales Executive  	09 February 2007	London
	Manager 	09 February 2007	London
KATE SHERIDAN	Fashion Designer 	21 February 2008	London 
BABE	Fashion Designer 	21 February 2008	London 
ALMOST FAMOUS	Fashion Designer 	24 September 2008	London 
ADELE MARIE 	Executive 	24 September 2008	London 
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